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Designed by me. Also I am available for new projects!
Looking for a modern creative logo & brand identity design?

Let's talk about your project

Contact me on behance or other social networks
“suitupdesign”
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About:

"Suit Up Design" is a brand aiming to empower its customers' 
brand identities by offering original, impactful, and high-quality 

graphic designs. It strives to stand out with professionalism, crea-
tivity, and a customer-centric approach.

Target Audience:
Gender: Unisex

Income Level: Middle to high

Interests:
Art and design

Technology and digital media
Fashion and beauty industry

Entrepreneurship and business

Challenges:
Difficulty in creating professional and attention-grabbing visual 

content
Inaccessibility to designs that accurately reflect brand identity

Need for high-quality visual content to stand out in a competitive 
market

Mission:
The mission of the brand is to assist customers in effectively con-

veying their stories by providing them with original and 
high-quality graphic designs that strengthen their brand identi-

ties.

Objectives:
Increase brand awareness and become recognized in the industry

Ensure customer satisfaction and enhance loyalty
Attain a leading position in the industry through creative and in-

novative designs

Design Solutions: Logo designs, branding designs, social media 
content designs, packaging designs,

Minimalist and contemporary designs
Vibrant color palette and attention-grabbing details

Well-balanced typography and layout

Notes:
The brand's communication should emphasize professionalism 

and innovation.
User-friendly website and mobile app design are crucial for en-

hancing the customer experience.
Designs should be carefully packaged and presented to custom-

ers to make a lasting impression.



Typography:

Color Palette:
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Mock Ups:
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Behance, Instagram: suitupdesign
Mail: muharremmustafaunlu@gmail.com


